
 

भारत को�कंग कोल िलिमटेडभारत को�कंग कोल िलिमटेडभारत को�कंग कोल िलिमटेडभारत को�कंग कोल िलिमटेड                                    Bharat Coking Coal Limited 

 (कोल इं�डया िलिमटेड का एक अगं )                                                                                                      ( A Subsidiary of Coal India Limited) 

      मु�य महाूबधंक का काया�लय,                                                                   Regd. Off: Koyla Bhawan, Koyla Nagar 

       प��मी झ"रया #ेऽ, मूिनड'ह,                                   Dhanbad-826005 

               धनबाद:- 828129,                                                                                                                        CIN: U10101JH19GOI1000918                                                                                             

 दरूभाष:    0326-2273483/    फे.स: : : : 0326-2273445                                   Phone.No. 0326-2230190/ Fax.0326-

2230050 

   ईमेल: CGMwj@bccl.gov.in                                        E-mail:COS@bccl.gov.in 

UNDER JURISDICTION OF DHANBAD COURT & JHARKHAND HIGH COURT ONLY) 

NOTICE INVITING TENDER 

NIT No.BCCL/WJA/MND/AM (MM)/AP- 115/14-15/ 472                           DATED:.16.02.2015. 

Sealed offers are invited from for supply of the materials as detailed in the enclosed Schedule of  

Requirement (Annexure I) and as  per details and  term & conditions mentioned hereunder: 

Details of Tender and Term & Conditions 

A.      Consignee     : Depot Officer, Regional Stores, WJ Area, PO- Moonidih,  

      Dhanbad (JH).  

B.      Estimated Value   : INR Rs.76,652/-Only 

C.      EMD      : INR    NIL 

D.      Tender Cost     : INR 1000.00 (Non-refundable) 

E.       Last Date and Time of Receipt of Tender : Till   01.00PM on 02.03.15 

F.       Due Date and Time of Opening of Tender :    at   01.00 PM   on 03.02.15 

G.       Submission of Offer: 

(i)  Tenders can be deposited by the tenderers in person in the tender box kept at  

             the office of the  Area Materials Manager, BCCL, WJArea, Moonidih, PO- 

Moonidih.Dist: Dhanbad (Jharkhand)-828129.   

Also, the tenders can be sent by post or couriers to above address. 

  (ii) The tenders shall have to be submitted in the following manner: 

(a) All offers to be submitted in duplicate 

(b) All offers to be submitted in three covers: 

• Part-I : Techno-commercial offer  

• Part-II: Price bid 

• Part-III: Tender Cost 

The EMD, if applicable shall be submitted in the part I. 

Each of the above mentioned three parts of the offer to be securely packed in separate 

envelopes. These three envelopes to be put into one bigger envelope. All the envelopes to 

be properly sealed. Envelopes stapled shall not be accepted. All the envelopes to be 

addressed to the tendering authority. Also, on the envelopes name & full address of the 

tendering firm and tender enquiry No. / date & due date of tender opening should be 

mentioned.  

(H) TECHNO-COMMERCIAL OFFER: It will consist of two parts: 

1. Technical offer 

2.  Commercial offer 
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TECHNICAL OFFER 

It will consists of the technical specification of the materials required/ quoted. The tenderer must quote to the 

technical specification as given in the schedule of the requirement.  The tenderer must clearly indicate the 

description, part no./ drawing no. and quantity of the quoted items. BCCL reserves the right to reject offer with                                                                      

improper or inadequate/ incomplete specification and any clarification/confirmation may not be asked 

from the tenderer in this regard. The tenderer shall give acceptance of the following technical conditions: 

(i) Delivery:  within 30(Thirty)days from the issue of supply order. The delivery schedule 

quoted should be firm and final. Delivery will be counted from the 10
th
 day of issue of 

purchase order from our end. Failure to supply the materials in time shall attract the clause 

“Penalty for Failure to Supply in Time” as mentioned in the NIT. 

(ii) Logo embossing: Items supplied preferably to be embossed with the logo/ identification 

mark and serial no., if any at a place where there is no wear of the component, as far as 

possible. However non-compliance may not be the reason of rejection. 

(iii) Warranty: The item should carry a warranty of 18 months from the date of the supply of the 

materials or 12 months from the date of fitment whichever is earlier against improper design, 

poor quality of materials, faulty workmanship, etc and in case of pre-mature failure of the 

materials due to improper design, poor quality of materials, faulty workman ship, etc the 

same shall be replaced free of cost. The replacement supplies must be made within 21 days of 

receipt of intimation for the same from the consignee or his representative. 

(iv) INSPECTION:  

a) Materials under supply shall be of the best quality and workmanship and shall be in 

accordance with   specification laid down in the supply order. 

b) BCCL also reserves its right to carry out initial inspection at the supplier’s works before 

dispatch by deputing authorized representative. 

c) BCCL reserves its right to carry out Pre-dispatch inspection by a Third Party including 

stage inspection and  destructive testing, if necessary, at their works, as per the methodology. 

Inspection charges as indicated in the supply order will have to be initially paid by the seller, 

which will be reimbursed by BCCL along with supply bill(s).  In case materials are rejected 

on first inspection, all charges including Lodging TA, Inspection Fee etc. & for subsequent 

inspection shall be borne by the supplier.  Seller will provide all facilities to carry out 

necessary ‘Tests’ as required. 

d)  Final inspection will be carried out at the consignee’s end.                                                 

COMMERCIAL OFFER 

1.   Payment terms: 100 % payment shall be made within 30 days of receipt & acceptance of  

        materials or the  bills whichever is later. 

2.The bidder must give a declaration that they have not been banned or delisted by any Govt. or quasi- 

Govt Organisation or PSU. If a bidder has been banned or de-listed  by  any  Govt. or quasi-Govt 

Organisation or PSU  this fact should be clearly mentioned in their offer and it may not necessarily be a 

cause for their disqualification. If this declaration is not given, the bid will be rejected as  

non- responsive.    
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3.  Normally no deviation is acceptable to the tendered term and conditions and offers which are in deviation are 

liable for rejection without asking back reference to the tenderer. Offers as asked must be submitted complete in all 

respect. However, the firm must submit a separate sheet in the Part-I, i.e.  

Techno-commercial  offer  indicating any deviation in their offer from the tendered technical and commercial 

specification/ terms.  

4.  Offers of those firms shall not be considered commercially acceptable who didn’t successfully execute previous 

order placed on them by BCCL despite giving commercial notice and/or against whom penal action has been 

initiated for breach of contract. 

5. Details regarding the location of the works are to be given in the offer by manufacturers.  

6. Discount- If the discount is given on the quoted  basic price, same shall have to be indicated in the Techno-

Commercial offer as well as in the price bid. Any conditional discount or prompt payment discount will not be 

considered for the purpose of comparative evaluation of the offer. Only unconditional discount will be considered 

for comparative evaluation of the offer. Discount shall be applicable on basic prices. 

7. BCCL reserves the right to accept or reject any or all offers in part or full without assigning any reason. No 

dispute of any kind can be raised against this right in any court of law or elsewhere. 

8. Not with standing anything said in this tender document, BCCL reserves the right to follow any guideline or 

instruction from Govt. or any statuary bodies from time to time. 

9. Validity: The offer must remain valid for its acceptance for a period of 180 days from the date of opening of the 

tender. Offers will not be permitted to be withdrawn during this validity period. 

10. Documents to be submitted with the techno-commercial offer by the tenderer : 

I. Copy of the valid  price list of  manufacturer of quoted make, wherever applicable, duly self 

attested. 

II. Manufacturers will have to submit self attested and notarized copy of their Manufacturing 

Licence / Certificate/ Complete photocopy of registration with DGS&D 

/NSIC/SSI/DIC/Registrar of Companies, etc with the list of items attached along with the 

offer, if applicable. Sole Selling Agents/Authorised Dealers/ Distributors will submit self 

attested and notarized copy of the current valid dealership certificate issued to them from 

their principal/ manufacturer for the quoted reputed brand, if applicable. 

III. Price Certificate-The bidder must submit a price certificate that the prices quoted are lowest 

and same as applicable to any other Govt. Dept./DGS&D/ PSUs including CIL & its 

subsidiaries. 

IV. Copy of the test certificate whichever  applicable 

V. Copy of the TIN Certificate, self attested and notarized. 

VI. Copy of the PAN Card, self attested and notarized. 

VII.  The Ancillary Units to BCCL ( for the tendered items) must submit the self attested and 

notarized copy of the Ancillary Certificate. They should clearly indicate in their offer as to 

whether they are ancillary to BCCL for the tendered item or not. Further, they must indicate 

the assessed capacity and the quantity for which they have already received Purchase Order 

as ancillary. 

VIII. Self attested and notarized copies of the Purchase Orders and receipted delivery challans against 

these orders of the quoted/ similar item, for at least 30 % of quantity/ value of the tendered quantity/ 

value, received during last three (03) years  from any Govt. Dept./ PSUs including CIL & its 

subsidiaries , failing which the offer shall be considered as non-responsive.  
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PLEASE  NOTE  THAT  FAILURE  TO  SUBMIT  ABOVE  DOCUMENTS  SHALL RENDER  

YOUR  TENDER  LIABLE  FOR  REJECTION  WITHOUT ASKING ANY  BACK  

REFERENCE. 

11. The tenderer should also submit self certificate to the following extent:- 

        “The items covered in the Supply Order copies and delivery Challans enclosed with our offer  

          Have been fully executed without any complaint on account of performance of the products,  

          As per warranty/ guarantee parameters of these orders”. However, BCCL is at liberty to  

          Verify the same.   

12. Tender send through Telegram, Telex, Fax or E-mail will not be considered. Offer must be 

submitted with typing & sealed with Vax/PVC tape. Hand writing offer will not be accepted.    

 13. DECLARATION CERTIFICATE BY THE TENDERER:- 

 All the tenderer must submit following certificate in their commercial bid of the offer: 

“We do hereby declare that the contents of the offer submitted vide No._____________ against this (Tender 

No.________dated________) have been given after fully understanding and the same are true and complete in 

every particular and that if any untrue abetment / information contained therein, the said offer shall be considered 

absolutely null and void and we shall be liable for any penal action as per the provisions of Law for the time being 

in force.”  

Tenderer must submit the following declaration certificate along with the offer: 

i) I/We ………………….. Partner/Legal Attorney/Proprietor / Accredited Representative of M/s…………………….. 

declare that we are submitting our tender for the supply of materials vide our offer No.………………dated 

....................... 

 (Documentary proof of above to be enclosed with the techno-commercial offer, duly notarized) 

ii) The contents of the offer given after fully understanding and all information furnished by me / us are correct 

and true and complete in every respect. 

iii) All documents/credentials submitted along with the tender are genuine, authentic, true and valid. iv) If any 

information or document submitted is found to be false / incorrect, the said offer shall be considered absolutely 

null & void and action as deemed fit may be taken against me / us including termination of the contract, forfeiture 

of all dues including EMD/Security Deposit and blacklisting of my / our firm and all partners of the firm as per 

provisions of Law.” 

14.   Force Majeure Clause: If the execution of the purchase order/ contract is delayed beyond the  

delivery period mentioned in the purchase order/ contract as a result of outbreak of hostilities, declaration of a 

embargo/ curfew or blockade or fire, flood, acts of nature or any other contingency beyond the control of the 

supplier due to the act of God then BCCL may allow such additional time by  extending  the delivery period, as it 

considers to be justified by the circumstances of the case and its decision shall be final. If and when additional time 

is granted by BCCL ,the  contract/ supply order shall be read and understood as if it had contained from its inception 

the delivery period as extended.  Further this clause states that: 

a. The successful bidder will, in the event of having to resort to this clause by a registered letter duly 

certified by the local chamber of commerce or statuary authority, the beginning and the end of the 

cause of the delay, within 15 days of the occurrence and cessation of such Force Majeure Conditions. 

In the event of delay lasting out of the Force Majeure, BCCL reserves the right to cancel the contract 

and the provisions governing the termination of the contract as said in the bid document will apply. 

b. For the delays arising out of the Force Majeure, the bidder will not claim extension in the completion 

date for a period exceeding the period of delay attributable to the cause of the Force Majeure and 

neither BCCL nor the bidder shall be liable to pay extra cost provided it is mutually established that 

the Force Majeure Conditions did actually exist. 
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c. If any of the Force Majeure Condition exists in the place of operation the bidder even at the time of 

submission of the bid, he will categorically specify them in the bid and state whether they have been 

taken into consideration in the quotation. 

15  Penalty for Failure to Supply in Time: The time and the date of delivery of the stores as stipulated 

in the Purchase Order shall be deemed to be the essence of the contract and the delivery of the stores must 

be completed by the date specified. No materials should be supplied beyond the delivery period, unless 

specific approval has been obtained from the purchaser. 

In the event of failure to deliver or despatch the stores within the stipulated delivery period/ date in 

accordance with the sample and/ or specifications mentioned in the supply order, and in the event of 

breach of any of the term and conditions mentioned in the supply order, BCCL shall reserve the right : 

a) To recover from the successful tenderer, as agreed liquidated damages, a sum not less than 

0.5% ( half percent) of the price of the stores which has not been supplied( for this purpose 

part of the unit supplied shall not be considered) as aforesaid for each week or part of a week 

during which the delivery of the stores may be in arrears limited to 10%. Wherever felt 

necessary, the limit of 10% can be increased to 15% at the discretion of the Head of The Area 

or, 

b) To purchase elsewhere, after due notice to the successful tenderer on the account and at the 

risk & cost of the defaulting supplier the stores not supplied or others of a similar description 

without cancelling the supply order in respect of the consignment not yet due for supply or 

c) To cancel the supply order or a portion their of, and if so desired to purchase the stores at the 

risk and cost of the defaulting supplier and alsoTo extend the delivery period with or without 

penalty as may be considered fit and proper. The penalty, if imposed shall not be more than 

the agreed liquidated damage referred to in the clause (a) above. 

d) To forfeit the security deposit in full or in part 

16.   Whenever under this contract any sum of money is recoverable from and payable by the  

supplier, Bharat Coking Coal Limited, shall be entitled to recover such sum by appropriating in  

part or in whole by deducting any sum which may be due to the successful tenderer in this or  

any other contract of BCCL or any other subsidiary of Coal India Limited. Should this sum be not  

sufficient to recover the full amount recoverable, the successful tenderer shall pay. Bharat  

Coking Coal Limited, the balance amount on demand the remaining balance. The supplier shall not 

be entitled to any gain on any such purchase.  

17.   Price Fall Clause The price charged for the stores supplied against this tender by you shall in  

no event exceed the lowest price at which you sell or offer to sell the stores of identical  

description to any other organisation during the said period.  If the supplier, at any time, during  

the period of contract concluded against this tender reduces the sale price, sells or offers to sell  

such stores to any other organization at a price lower than the price chargeable under the  

contract, the supplier shall forthwith notify such reduction of sale price to the undersigned         

and the price payable under the contract for stores supplied after the date of coming in force of  

such reduction in sale price, shall stand correspondingly reduced.  The above stipulation will not  

however apply to exports by the  contract holder. 
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18. BCCL reserves the right not to make any procurement against this tender without assigning any reason. 

19. Tenders of those tenderers who sue motto offer different prices or change the terms which affect their quoted 

price of the firm within the validity period of the offer shall be treated as invalid offer and action shall be taken as 

per CIL rules/ action shall be taken to procure the items from elsewhere. 

20. BCCL reserves the right to increase or decrease the tendered quantity by not more than 20% of the tendered 

quantity before opening of the price bids. 

 21. The packing of all the materials quoted shall conform to the requirement of the carriers for safe arrival of the  

materials. 

 22. Wherever applicable the materials shall conform to the relevant BIS and in its absence to appropriate 

BSS/VDE/DIN. If  items are ISI marked, notarized copies of the relevant valid BIS licence must be submitted with 

the techno- commercial offer. 

23 Samples of the items quoted, wherever required are to be submitted with the offer separately under proper 

packing and details of the tender enquiry mentioning the name of the tenderer. No payment shall be made for the 

samples and the samples are non-returnable. 

24. A statement must be given by the bidder with the techno-commercial offer certifying that the bidder accepts all   

commercial term and conditions given in this tender document without any reservation whatsoever. 

25. If  the tenderer discloses their price in the techno-commercial bids (part-I), the offer will be resealed and will be treated as 

invalid offer by the tender opening committee. 

26.All contract shall be in accordance with the prevalent Indian Law and all the disputes are subject to the  jurisdiction of the 

Dhanbad Court and the Jharkhand High Court only. 

27. The tenderer should quote to the unit of measure as mentioned in the schedule of requirement. However, in case a tenderer 

quotes for any  unit of measure other than that mentioned in the schedule of requirement then conversion factor must be 

indicated. 

28. RISK PURCHASE: In the event of failure of the supplier to deliver or dispatch the stores within  

the stipulated date / period of the supply order, or in the event of breach of any of the terms          and conditions mentioned in 

the supply order, BCCL has  the right to purchase the stores from          elsewhere after due notice to the defaulting supplier at 

the risk and cost of the defaulting          supplier. It is clearly mentioned that in the  event of failure of the supplier as detailed  

above, the cost as per risk purchase exercise may be recovered from the bills or any due payment against 

any other supplies pending in the same Subsidiary Co. and also in any other Subsidiary Companies / CIL. 

29. Public Procurement Policy for Micro and Small Enterprise 

20% of the Tendered quantity shall be reserved for procurement from participating Micro and Small 

Industries subject to their quoting price within the price band of L-1  + 15% and bringing down their price 

to L-1  price in a situation L-1 price is from someone other than a Micro and Small Enterprises, the 

supply shall be shared proportionately (to tendered quantity).Out of 20% of this quantity, 4% shall be 

procured from Micro and Small Enterprises owned by SC and ST entrepreneurs provided they meet the 

tender requirement and L-1 price. In event of failure of such Micro and Small Enterprises to participate 

in tender process of meet tender requirement and L-1 price this 4% procurement earmarked for Micro 

and Small Enterprises owned by SC and ST shall be met from other Micro and Small Enterprises. 

30. Earnest Money: 

The EMD, in the form of Bank Draft of any schedule bank in favour of Bharat Coking Coal Limited  payable at 

Dhanbad, must be submitted with the Part-I. For local tenderers, bankers’ cheque also will be acceptable. If any 

tenderer seeks exemption from the EMD, their request to this effect should be packed in the Part-I envelope along 

with necessary valid document duly self attested and notarized as per which the firm has sought exemption as 

detailed elsewhere in this tender document. Non-submission of  EMD in this manner shall be treated as non-

responsive. EMD submitted by the unsuccessful bidders shall be returned immediately after finalisation of case. The 

EMD doesn’t carry any interest 
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31. Security Deposit: Successful tenderers shall be required to deposit security in the form of Bank Draft/ Bank 

Guarantee ( as per enclosed format) of any schedule bank for the 10%  of the landed value of order within 15 days 

from 10
th

  day of  issue of purchase order from our end. The bank draft should be in  favour of Bharat Coking Coal 

Limited and payable at Dhanbad. In case, the firm fails to deposit the security money within the specified period, the 

order shall be cancelled and the case shall be processed to be ordered elsewhere and the firm’s performance will be 

kept recorded for future dealing with them. The security deposit shall be refunded to the firm within 30 days of 

successful completion of the supply. For unsatisfactory performance and/or contractual failure, the security will be 

forfeited. Wherever, required the security shall be converted into performance guarantee. The security deposit  

doesn’t carry any interest. For the successful tenderer EMD shall be returned after receipt/acceptance of SD. 

32. EXEMPTION from EMD and SECURITY DEPOSIT:  

 Submission of EMD and Security Deposit is exempted in case of the following firms: 

                a. Any Central /State Government Organization/PSU shall be exempted towards submission  

       of EMD/Security  Deposit. 

                b. Firms registered with NSIC / DGS&D / Ancillary units of BCCL for tendered items shall also  

                     be exempted from submission of EMD / Security Deposit against submission of complete  

                     copy of valid  registration certificate duly attested by Notary Public.  

 c. However, NSIC registered firms shall be exempted from Security Deposit only up to       

       their monetary limit, if any, indicated in their  NSIC registration certificate.   In case  

                     value of order placed is above such monetary limit indicated in the registration  

       Certificate, the successful tenderer have to furnish the security deposit over such  

                     monetary limit.   

  d. In case of NSIC/DGS&D registered bidders, for availing exemption from depositing  

       EMD/Security Deposit all the quoted items by the bidders must  be covered by their  

       registration with NSIC/DGS&D. In other words,  if any of the quoted items is not  

       covered in the NSIC /DGS&D Registration certificate, the bidder has to submit EMD/SD  

        failing which their bid shall be treated un-responsive. 

   e. In case the tender value is less than Rs.1.oo (One) Lakh, EMD shall not be applicable.   

Also,  in case of order value less than Rs.1.00 (One) Lakh SD will not be applicable 

33. UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED, ALL PROVISIONS OF COAL INDIA PURCHASE MANUAL - 2004 SHALL BE 

APPLICABLE. 

(I) Price Bid 

01. PRICES: Prices quoted must be FIRM till delivery and on F.O.R. Destination basis by road with the 

following break  up, showing Packing & Forwarding, Freight & Insurance Charges up to destination.  Delivery is 

to effected by Road Transport. Safe arrival of stores at destination shall be the responsibility of the supplier. 
As far as possible prices should be mentioned in figures as well as in words.                                                                             

02. TAXES & DUTIES: Percentage/Specified amount of Taxes and duties should be clearly mentioned otherwise, BCCL 

reserves the right to reject such offers. 

a) EXCISE DUTY:  

(i) The legally applicable rate of Excise duty should be clearly mentioned in the Commercial Bid and rate & value in the 

price bid. Excise duty, if applicable, will be payable extra as per prevailing Excise rule. Refund / Credit, if any, obtained shall 

be passed on to BCCL which shall be certified by the auditor of the supplier / tenderer.   

(ii) In case the price is stated to be inclusive of Excise duty, the current rate included in the price must be indicated. If the 

tenderer is exempted from paying the Excise Duty, the same must also be confirmed with valid documentary evidence.  

(iii) In case the rate of Excise duty varies with the turnover of the company and the price is exclusive of Excise Duty, the 

tenderer shall have to specify the rate applicable to BCCL. If the tenderer fails to specify the exact rate of Excise Duty 

applicable, the maximum rate currently leviable shall be loaded in the price for comparison purpose. 
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b) VAT/SALES TAX: The legally applicable rate of VAT/SALES TAX should be clearly mentioned in the commercial bid and the 

rate and value in the price bid. 

Input Tax rebate available as per VAT Act shall be considered while evaluating    the offer. If the tenderer, so evaluated 

competes pricewise, the Purchase Order, if placed, on him shall allow reimbursement/payment towards these elements at 

actual against documentary evidence subject to the maximum to the extent loaded for these elements.  

03. Submission of Form JVAT 404: An amount equivalent to JVAT charged in the bill 

 shall be withheld at the time of bill passing. The supplier shall be liable to submit the form JVAT 404 within 

three months from the end of the relevant financial year. The amount withheld shall be refunded within 15 

days from the date of submission of Form JVAT 404 by the supplier. The amount withheld shall bear no 

interest. In case of default by the supplier in submitting the form JVAT 404 within the time period, as specified 

above, the amount withheld shall be forfeited and the same shall be utilized by the concerned area for paying 

additional tax demanded by commercial tax authorities due to non-submission of form JVAT 404  

  4.  CENVAT CREDIT:  Input Tax rebate available as per relevant VAT Act shall be considered for 

determining tender status. 

          5. BCCL is entitled to avail CENVAT CREDIT on account of Excise duty for indigenous Products and 

Countervailing Duty and special additional duty for imported products, hence set off is allowed 

against above as per Central Excise Duty Act. For determining the tenders status i.e. L-1 bidder. 

NOTE: TENDER FEE: The bidders are required to submit the tender fee for the amount specified in the NIT in the form of 

account payee Demand Draft / Banker Cheque in favour of BHARAT COKING COAL LIMITED payable at DHANBAD (JHARKHAND).  

Government (State / Central) / Public sector Undertakings are exempted from paying tender fee.  Ancillary units of BCCL and 

NSIC registered firms for tendered items are also exempted from paying tender fee against documentary evidence.  

In case such tenderer claims exemption from payment of tender fee, they should submit notarized copy of  

documents proving entitlement for exemption from payment of tender fee.      

                   Yours faithfully, 

 

 

Area Material Manager  

For and on behalf of  WJA/BCCL 

Enclosures: 

Annexure–I: Technical Specification, Terms and schedule of requirement 

Annexure – II: General Checklist. 

Annexure – III: Bank Performa for payment 
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ANNEXURE-I 

Schedule Of Requirement& Technical Specification                   

No.WJA/MND/AM (MM)/AP-115/14-15/472                                                                          dated: 14.02.15 

Supply of   Socket Head Bolt & V. Belts for AM-50 M/C & Murulidih 20/21 Pit Compressor & 

Golamati Machine for Moonidih, WJA 

Sl. No Item description Qty. 

01. Socket Head Bolt/Screw Size:- M8 X 25  50 Nos. 

02. -do-                                      Size:- M8 X 40       50 Nos. 

03. -do-                                      Size:- M10 X 40  30 Nos. 

04. -do-                                      Size:- M10 X 50 50 Nos. 

05. -do-                                      Size:- M10 X 70    50 Nos. 

06. -do-                                      Size:- M10 X 25   50 Nos. 

07.  -do-                                     Size:- M12 X 35 100 Nos. 

08. -do-                                      Size:- M12 X 40 50 Nos. 

09. -do-                                      Size:- M12 X 50 25 Nos. 

10. -do-                                      Size:- M12 X 65 50 Nos. 

11. -do-                                       Size:- M20 X 50 40 Nos. 

12. -do-                                       Size:- M20 X 60 40 Nos. 

13. -do-                                       Size:- M20 X 70 50 Nos. 

14. -do-                                       Size:- M30 X 70 30 Nos. 

15. -do-                                       Size:- M30 X 120 25 Nos. 

16. -do-                                       3/4 “ X 4 ½ “ 50 Nos. 

17. C.S.K. Bolt                               Size:- M12 X 20 50 Nos. 

18.   H.T Hex Head Bolt               Size:- M8 X 50 100 Nos. 

19. -do-                                          Size:- M12 X 40 50 Nos. 

20. -do-                                          Size:- M12 X 35 40 Nos. 

21. -do-                                          Size:- M12 X 65 50 Nos. 

22. -do-                                          Size:- M16 X 40 50 Nos. 

23. -do-                                          Size:- M18 X 40 40 Nos. 

24. -do-                                          Size:- M20 X 50 50 Nos. 

25. -do-                                          Size:- M20 X 60 50 Nos. 

26. -do-                                          Size:- M20 X 160 40 Nos. 

27. -do-                                          Size:- M20 X 120 40 Nos. 

28. -do-                                          Size:- M20 X 200 40 Nos. 

29. C.S.K Bolt.                                        Size;_-M20 X 50 50 Nos. 

30. V. Belt D-358 08 Nos. 

31. V. Belt C-358 08 Nos. 

32. V. Belt  B-88 04 Nos. 

33. V. Belt C-100 04 Nos. 

34. V. Belt B-108 04 Nos. 

    

 

 AREA MANAGER (MM) 



WJA: MOONIDIH 
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  ANNEXURE- II 

 

NIT No. :BCCL/WJA/MND/AM(MM)/AP-115/14-15/472                                    DATED: 14.02.15 

 

Tenderers are requested to confirm their acceptance or non acceptance for the various commercial terms 

and conditions as per NIT as mentioned below and submitted the same with their offer duly signed and 

stamped. For acceptance they have to write ‘YES’ and ‘NO’ for the non acceptance in the YES/No 

column. 

 
    

S.No Terms & conditions Yes/No 

1. Whether the tenderer is a Manufacturer or Authorised Dealer/ 

Sole Selling Agent/ Stockist or past supplier  and documents 

as per NIT have been submitted 

 

2. Quoted for NIT items and quantity  

3. Acceptance of Payment Term as per NIT  

4. Acceptance of Delivery Period  

5. EMD deposited  

6. Acceptance of Security Deposit clause  

7. Acceptance of Liquidated Damage Clause  

8. Acceptance of Warranty/Guarantee Clause  

9. Submission of test certificate, if required Not Required 

10. Whether ancillary for the tendered item  

11. Whether NSIC/DGS&D regd. for the tendered item  

12. Acceptance of Price Fall Clause  

13. Acceptance of Force Majeure Condition  

14. Submission of Proof of proven-ness  

15. Submission of Approval Certificate, if required as per NIT Not Required 

16. Whether quoted Prices are firm as per NIT.  

17. Acceptance of validity period as per NIT.  

18. Submission of Tender Cost  

 
NOTE: i) ANY DEVIATION TO BE RECORDED SEPERATELY   
ii)NON -ACCEPTANCE OF ANY OF  THE  TERMS AND CONDITIONS MAY LEAD TO REJECTION OF OFFER. 

                               

        

      

 

Sig. of the Tenderer with seal 
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ANNEXURE-III 
PAYMENT OF SUPPLIERS/CONTRACTORS                      

PROFORMA FOR COLLECTING PAYMENT THROUGH ELECTRONIC MODE INCLUDING 

ELECTRONIC FUND TRANSFER (EFT) & ELECTRONIC CLEARING SYSTEM (ECS). 

1 VENDOR/SUPPLIER/CONTRACTOR/CUSTOMER’S 

NAME & ADDRESS                                                      :  

(with Telephone No. & Fax No): 

 

2 PARTICULARS OF BANK ACCOUNT  

 A. BANK NAME  

 B. BRANCH NAME                                                       : 

(Including RTGS CODE) 

 

 TELEPHONE No AND FAX NO                                 :  

 C. 9-DIGIT CODE NO OF THE BANK AND 

BRANCH                                                                       : 

(Appearing on the MICR cheque issued on the bank) or 

5 digit code of SBI 

 

 D. ACCOUNT TYPE                                                      : 

(S.B. Account/Current Account OR Cash Credit with 

code 10/11/13)  

 

 E. LEDGER NO/LEDGER FOLIO NO.                         :  

 F. ACCOUNT NUMBER (CORE BANKING)              :   

 

3. DATE OF EFFECT 

 I hereby declare that the particulars given above are correct and complete. If the transaction is 

delayed or not effected at all for reasons of incomplete or in correct information, I would not hold the user 

institution responsible. I have read the opinion invitation letter and agree to discharge responsibility 

excepted of me as a participant under the scheme. Any bank charges levied by the bank of such e-transfer 

shall be born by us. 

Date  

                                                                       (-----------------------------) 

                                                                             Signature of the Customer/Vender/Supplier/Contractor 

Certified that the particulars  furnished above are correct as per our records. 

 

                                                                                                          (---------------------------------) 

                                                                           Signature of the Authorized Officials from the Bank 

 

  

  


